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Learning the DESIRE of PASSION 
 
Some are pulled by the influence of the past. Some are pulled off course by the 
distractions. 
 
Here is something very powerful. If You have a list of DESIRES (Goals) in Your life, 
they pull You toward the future. The more powerful these goals, the stronger the pull. 
These goals will pull You through all kinds of difficulties. 
 
If You don’t have these strong goals for the future, it’s easy to get pulled off course by a 
bad day. It’s easy to forget the goals by a bad month. It causes some to disappear after 
a bad year. You must have something to pull You beyond that Year. 
 
To pull You through these challenges. You must have goals out there to pull You 
through the bad times. Beyond tomorrow, next week, next month, next year. The clearer 
Your DESIRES are, the stronger the passion, the stronger the pull. 
 
The more passionate it is, the more it affects Your daily activities, Your heart, Your soul, 
Your spirit. It creates imagination. It gets Your mind working on how to achieve those 
goals. With all this passion, there is absolutely nothing You can’t accomplish. 
 
The passion will create self-confidence. It will create small daily activities. Self-
confidence comes from feeling good about Yourself.  
 
One of the best ways to feel good about Yourself is take Rhonda Byrne’s advice in the 
book, “The Magic,” by saying at the end of every day, “I am grateful for having had an 
immensely successful day.” If You attend training here in Mentoring For Free, You’ll get 
the most from it this personal growth by posting lessons weekly in the Think and Grow 
Rich Lessons and by speaking up and participating in each call. If You are promoting 
the Success In 10 Steps ebook, be on the live client calls as well. Learn what to say 
prior to getting downloads. Learn how to build relationships, before calling a client. 
 
At the end of these days, self-confidence begins to rise. You begin realizing You can 
have those days that You are grateful for having had an immensely successful day. 
These days turn to weeks, then months then awesome years. 
 
Self-confidence comes from small daily disciplines repeated over and over. Part of good 
health builds confidence. I am healthy, I eat good healthy meals. I eat an apple a day. 
Doing these things causes self-confidence to grow. It affects everything You do. Self-
confidence means a willingness to do whatever it takes. 
 



Some say, “I’ll try it for a while,” “I do a couple things.”  If that doesn’t work, I’m out of 
here. We all know that kind of a person doesn’t have much of a future. 
 
If You are willing to do whatever it takes ……. If I have to learn some skills, I will learn 
those skills. If I have to read the books, I will read the books. Whatever it takes, I will do. 
That starts to build amazing self-confidence. Self-confidence comes from rising above 
Your circumstances. To rise above the small petty little things. The things that would 
cause others to quit. 
 
Building this self-confidence will work for You and it will make a huge difference in Your 
life. 
 
Enthusiasm 
 
The most powerful enthusiasm is the 90% of the enthusiasm on the inside. The 10% is 
outside. The enthusiasm that really helps people is not the loud volume of one’s voice. 
It’s the enthusiasm that comes from deep inside, created by self-confidence; created by 
a genuine desire to help other people. That kind of enthusiasm that You know You are 
going to help people; knowing You are going to be successful. A lot of this enthusiasm 
is quiet, unheard and the 10% is what creates hunches. 
 
Expertise 
 
Expertise is wanting to excel in all the skills and settling for nothing less than an 
outstanding performance. 
 
If You are willing to become a very successful leader by demanding the best of 
Yourself, to demand excellence on skills, to be the best You can possibly be. Providing 
the best training possible. In developing the skills of Your personality, developing the 
skills of language, the skills of influence, developing the skills of organizing. 
 
If You are willing to be an expert in all the skills, we here in Mentoring For Free has a 
way for You to put them into practice to build Your team, in Your company. 
 
Not only to make a handsome living and if You desire to make a handsome fortune. 
 
Expertise means excellence in skills. 
 
We most focus on making a serious contribution to a successful personal life also. As 
Michael says, “How we do anything is how we do everything.” That means in our 
personal life as well as entrepreneurial life. We must be a good Boy Scout and “Be 
prepared.” 
 
We need to spend a large part of our life preparing, getting ready. We go through the 
grades, each grade preparing us for the next. It takes time to prepare and to get ready. 
The decisions You make and the preparation time can last for a lifetime. Start by 



preparing to have a good day. Maybe preparing the night before or two days before You 
put everything together. 
 
The preparation for doing a call, a training or whatever it is, You want to make a serious 
contribution. It’s vital to You prepare Yourself for success. 
 
Life doesn’t waste success on the unprepared. Life says, why waste time on this 
person. They are not prepared to use it wisely. If a fortune was given to this unprepared 
person, it would probably be wasted. The people who could have benefited won’t 
benefit. What could have been done, won’t be done, because this person wasted the 
opportunity by not being prepared.  Not only look for the success, but prepare Yourself 
when the opportunity presents itself. Be a good Boy Scout. “Be prepared.” 
 
Ask Yourself, “What can I do to make myself ready?” Life was not designed to give us 
what we want. It was designed to give us what we deserve. We must pay for what we 
get. Those that give, receive. Just become a good giver. Those that search will find. 
 
You say, “I need some good ideas.” They don’t come to You because You need them. 
They come because You searched for them. If You want good ideas, You must go after 
them. You must go to the training, You must participate, You must put Your training into 
practice. Go where good ideas are being taught. Don’t join an easy crowd. You won’t 
grow. Go where the expectations and the demands are high. 
 
Good ideas are not going to be wasted on those who are not seeking. Search and be 
well prepared. Prepare Yourself when success comes. Be ready for challenges when it 
comes. Be ready for opportunity when it comes. Opportunity comes along and passes 
by the person who is not well prepared. 
 
If we want to prepare ourselves for next year. We must start now. How can I be more 
effective today, tomorrow, next week, next month. What new skills can I learn to be 
more effective, clearer? Search for it. How can I reach more people? If haven’t learned 
the skills well enough to reach most people. How can I make the skills I know be more 
powerful, more appealing? Next Year I will be more skilled than I am now. 
 
Most people can’t go from the 4th grade to the 11th grade. But as a student goes through 
the grades, when he gets to the 11th grade, if he is prepared, he will get far more value 
from it. 
 
When I am prepared and ready, I will be well equipped with language, speech, instinct, 
temperament, personality and influence to really be valuable. I will then get what I 
deserve. 
 
 
 


